Genes under multiallelic balancing selection have sharply contrasted evolutionary dynamics across timescales, with much longer coalescence time among functionally distinct allelic lines but much shorter coalescence time among gene copies within allelic lines as compared with the genomic background. In this paper, we combine theoretical and empirical approaches to investigate patterns of molecular evolution within and between self-incompatibility (SI) specificities. We first use numerical simulations to investigate coalescence times within allelic lines in a subdivided population for a sporophytic SI system. We then report on a comprehensive analysis of nucleotide polymorphism among gene copies within five distinct allelic lines in the closely related Arabidopsis halleri and Arabidopsis lyrata. In line with our model predictions, we find that the observed level of polymorphism among gene copies was generally low but differed among allelic lines. The data provide compelling direct evidence for recombination and/or gene conversion not only within the two most recessive allelic lines but also between two closely related but distinct allelic lines, suggesting that recombination at the Arabidopsis SI locus is possible in the absence of large sequence divergence among haplotypes. We observed shared polymorphic sites between the two species in one allelic line and strikingly similar haplotypes in another allelic line. We discuss whether convergent evolution may have led to this pattern and suggest that these observations are consistent with ongoing or very recent introgression, as previously documented.
Introduction
Self-incompatibility (SI) is a widespread genetic system preventing selfing and inbreeding with close relatives in flowering plants (de Nettancourt 2001) and is a classical example of multiallelic balancing selection (Wright 1939) . A distinctive feature of the molecular evolution of genes under multiallelic balancing selection is their sharply contrasted evolutionary dynamics across two different timescales: between and within allelic lines ( fig. 1 ). Although phenotypically distinct allelic lines may be difficult to delineate in many genetic systems such as magor histocompatibility complex or plant disease resistance genes, different SI specificities can easily be determined by crossing, making SI genes particularly relevant models to learn about general properties of balancing selection. Theory predicts that functionally distinct allelic lines should be actively maintained within species or populations within species for extended periods of time, such that they diverge on a much longer timescale as compared with neutral genes. Takahata (1990) and Vekemans and Slatkin (1994) showed that the overall genealogical structure for these genes is expected to be similar to that for genes at a neutral locus but with the total length of the genealogy inflated by a factor inversely related to the mutation rate to new functional alleles. A large body of empirical work in a number of self-incompatible species has been devoted to characterizing evolutionary processes involving distinct specificities, focusing on the level of divergence among allelic lines (Ioerger et al. 1990 ), the molecular targets of balancing selection (Saainudin et al. 2005; Castric and Vekemans 2007) , recombination among allelic lines Takuno et al. 2007) , divergence between species (Dwyer et al. 1991; Castric et al. 2008) , spatial distribution , or on relative branch length (Uyenoyama 1997; Richman and Kohn 2000) . In contrast, patterns of molecular evolution within functional allelic lines have received much less attention.
Yet patterns of polymorphism within SI specificities could indeed shed light on three major processes of molecular evolution. First, balancing selection maintains over long periods many allelic lines that can each be considered as a distinct subpopulation, hence proportionally reducing the depth of gene genealogies within each of the allelic lines. Thus, because of short expected coalescence times, molecular polymorphism within specificities at the SI locus (S-locus) should be orders of magnitude lower than among specificities, the magnitude of this reduction being essentially determined by the number of functionally distinct allelic lines (May et al. 1999) . Moreover, although in gametophytic SI the evolutionary dynamics of all alleles at the S-locus (S-alleles) should be identical in expectation (Wright 1939) , S-alleles in sporophytic SI typically show dominance relationships that entail different selective pressures among them (Schierup et al. 1997; Billiard et al. 2007 ). Hence, intuition suggests that diversity may differ among alleles at different levels of the dominance hierarchy. However, the direction of the effect is currently not known, especially in the presence of population structure. On the one hand, recessive alleles are expected to reach higher frequencies than dominant alleles in a panmictic population, such that the number of gene copies and thus the timescale of the genealogy of gene copies sampled within recessive allelic lines may be expected to be larger than that within dominant allelic lines. On the other hand, population subdivision also has an important impact on coalescence times (Schierup et al. 2000) and may potentially offset this effect if dominant and recessive alleles differ with respect to their effective migration rate (i.e., migration rate taking into account the probability of successful introduction, which depends on the allele's dominance level). More specifically, dominant S-alleles could be present in a larger number of demes than recessive S-alleles if their effective migration rate is higher, a feature that would increase coalescence times within dominant alleles. The relative magnitude of these two effects remains to be determined, both theoretically and empirically.
A second distinctive feature of the molecular evolution of SI genes is the role played by recombination and/or gene conversion. Indeed, whether recombination occurs at all in the genomic region of the S-locus is still a debated topic. Although Wang et al. (2001) found recombinant haplotypes in Petunia inflata, and so direct evidence that intragenic recombination contributed to the generation of new specificities in this species, Vieira et al. (2003) found no evidence for a decline of linkage disequilibrium between linked polymorphic sites in the S-locus in Solanaceae, Rosaceae, and Scrophulariaceae. Similarly, Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. (2003) , , and Castric and Vekemans (2007) found no clear decline of synonymous diversity across exons in the S-locus pistil specificity gene SRK (S-receptor kinase) in A. lyrata and Arabidopsis halleri. In the surrounding genomic region, Kawabe et al. (2006) found evidence for reduced recombination across ;600 kb from each side of the S-locus compared with more distant flanking regions in A. lyrata. However, in the closely related A. halleri, Ruggiero et al. (2008) found no difference in estimated recombination rates between a 4-Mb region centered on the S-locus compared with the average genomic rate in noncentromeric regions. Thus, whether recombination actually occurs at SI loci is still unclear.
Rates of recombination are known to vary widely across regions within individual genomes, and three general mechanisms are believed to modulate the level of recombination across a genome. First, recombination may actually occur but be selected against. Given the dual molecular structure of the S-locus (typically, pollen þ pistil component genes), any recombinant haplotype between the component genes would result in self-compatible combinations, which could be selected against in the presence of strong inbreeding depression. Empirical evidence suggests that the level of inbreeding depression in self-incompatible species is indeed high (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1987; Stone 2004; Glémin et al. 2006; Bechsgaard 2007) . Second, sequence-specific features as well as genomic localization (centromeric vs. telomeric) and GC content have been shown to affect recombination and may be responsible for recombination hot and coldspots (De Massy 2003) . Third, the local rate of recombination decreases with increasing sequence divergence between homologous chromatides. Opperman et al. (2004) observed in Arabidopsis thaliana a rapid drop-off in somatic recombination rates with sequence divergence. In their experiment, the introduction of a single mismatch (0.16% nucleotide divergence) lowered the recombination rate by threefold, whereas additional mismatches reduced the recombination rate to a lesser extent (see also Datta et al. 1997; Chen and Jinks-Robertson 1999 MBE process is very likely to affect recombination at the S-locus. Formally testing this prediction would require comparing recombination among allelic lines with low versus High sequence divergence, whereas only cases of the latter are typically found when comparing functionally distinct SI specificities. In contrast to gametophytic SI, sporophytic SI allows the spontaneous generation of homozygote genotypes for a given allelic line, thereby potentially providing opportunity for recombination in a context of low sequence divergence, unless another mechanism than overall sequence divergence acts to suppress recombination. Hence, the analysis of molecular polymorphism among gene copies within allelic lines in sporophytic SI provides a unique opportunity to test whether recombination does indeed occur at the gene controlling sporophytic SI in the absence of strong sequence divergence. Because homozygosity is expected to be higher for recessive than for dominant alleles, we predict that recombination should occur more readily at recessive than at dominant alleles.
A third feature of the molecular evolution of SI genes is the preponderant role of introgression. Balancing selection is expected to favor introgression at the genes controlling SI because any novel S-allele introduced by introgression would be locally rare in the recipient species and thus enter the species with a higher probability than alleles at neutral genes (Schierup et al. 2000) . Arabidopsis halleri and A. lyrata are two Brassicaceae species with functional sporophytic SI Llaurens et al. 2008 ) that diverged approximately 2 Ma (Koch and Matschinger 2007; Castric et al. 2008) . Polymorphism of the genomic background has been characterized in a number of genes across the species range and was found to be partially shared between the two species (Ramos-Onsins et al. 2004) , leaving open the possibility that introgression is still ongoing. We have recently documented that the gene controlling SI specificity (SRK) was undergoing introgression at a ;5-fold higher rate than the genomic background . Whether introgression also had such a profound influence on molecular polymorphism within allelic lines remains open to investigation. In particular, because coalescence of gene copies within allelic lines is expected to occur over a much shorter timescale than that of neutral genes, incomplete lineage sorting would be an excellent indication that introgression between closely related species is either ongoing or at least very recent.
In spite of its potential interest to document processes of molecular evolution at the S-locus, molecular polymorphism within allelic lines has been investigated in a few species only. Although all studies thus far confirmed the expected absolute low levels of molecular variation (Walker et al. 1996 in Papaver rhoeas, Wang et al. 2001 in P. inflata, Raspé and Kohn 2007 in Sorbus aucuparia, Nunes et al. 2006 in Prunus spinosus, Kusaba et al. 2000; Miege et al. 2001 in Brassica oleraceae, and Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; in A. lyrata), none of them included ''reference'' neutral polymorphism data. Hence, it remains difficult to evaluate whether the observed level of polymorphism is indeed lower than that of the genomic background. Moreover, only pairs of sequences were typically compared (but see Miege et al. 2001) , and in any case, the number of sequences and/or the number of allelic lines compared was always very low, preventing any strong conclusion at this point.
In this paper, we first use numerical simulations to investigate coalescence times within allelic lines in a subdivided population for a sporophytic SI system, focusing on whether polymorphism is expected to vary according to dominance. We then perform a comprehensive analysis of polymorphism among gene copies within allelic lines in A. halleri and A. lyrata at each of the four levels of the dominance hierarchy described for A. lyrata in Prigoda et al. (2005) . More specifically, we aim at 1) comparing polymorphism within allelic lines with that of the genomic background, 2) testing whether recombination and/or gene conversion occurs at S genes in the absence of large sequence divergence, and 3) testing for shared polymorphism within allelic lines between the two closely related A. halleri and A. lyrata.
Materials and Methods

Simulation Study
We used the forward coalescent simulation program of sporophytic SI from Schierup et al. (2000) to compare the genealogy of gene copies sampled within dominant versus recessive allelic lines. Briefly, we simulated the DOM model from Schierup et al. (1997) , assuming an identical linear hierarchy of dominance levels in pollen and pistil, in N 5 1,000 diploid individuals either in a panmictic population or in a subdivided population with 10 demes (N deme 5 100) connected by gene flow according to an n-island model of migration (Nm 5 0.6, corresponding to the level of population structure in A. halleri, i.e., F ST 5 0.3, Pauwels M, personal communication). Each simulation was started with 2N functionally different alleles in the population and allowed to evolve for 316,000 generations (5 5 times the expected coalescence time of allelic lines in a gametophytic SI system as computed according to Vekemans and Slatkin 1994) to reach mutation-selection-drift equilibrium. We then computed for each allelic line in the dominance hierarchy the coalescence time of all gene copies sampled within the allelic line from the whole population, corresponding to the depth of the coalescent tree within the allelic line. The mutation rate to new S-alleles was u 5 5 Â 10 À5 per gene per generation. Five hundred independent replicates were performed for both panmictic and subdivided populations.
Empirical Study
In the Brassicaceae, SI specificity is encoded by two physically linked genes, SRK and SCR, expressed in papilla cells at the surface of the stigma and in anthers during pollen maturation, respectively. SRK contains three hypervariable regions HV1, HV2, and HV3 . These regions are enriched in positively selected sites (Takebayashi et al. 2003; Castric and Vekemans 2007) ; they show low divergence between trans-specific pairs from A.
Polymorphism within S-Alleles · doi:10.1093/molbev/msp224 MBE halleri and A. lyrata ; and functional analyses confirmed that they are involved in specificity determination ). In A. lyrata, S-alleles belong to at least four different levels along a dominance hierarchy, coined A1, B, A3, and A2 in ascending order by Prigoda et al. (2005) . Llaurens et al. (in press) confirmed that this hierarchy was roughly preserved in A. halleri. A set of 39 European A. halleri populations was screened for S-alleles using allele-specific targeted primers as described in Llaurens et al. (in press ). Multiple copies from this sampling collection were then obtained by direct sequencing for five different alleles, including at least one allele from each level of the dominance hierarchy described in Prigoda et al. (2005) . Sequencing primers for each allele were designed so as to amplify the longest possible fragment based on the available sequence published. AhSRK01 or AlSRK01 is the most recessive allele known in A. halleri or A. lyrata, respectively (class A1 according to Prigoda et al. 2005) and is also the most frequent allele in each species. AhSRK01 and AlSRK01 sequences were obtained for a 1,112-and a 1,081-bp polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fragment, respectively, covering the nearly complete Sdomain in 29 A. halleri and 19 A. lyrata individuals. The currently known nucleotide sequence of AhSRK01 includes the whole S-domain (exon 1) but neither introns nor exons from the kinase domain. AhSRK03/AlSRK03 and AhSRK28 belong to the second most recessive class of alleles in A. halleri and A. lyrata (class B), and AhSRK03 is the second most frequent allele in A. halleri. AhSRK03 and AhSRK28 sequences were obtained by direct sequencing of three overlapping PCR fragments (730, 790, and 1,240 bp) covering the S-domain up to the third exon of the kinase domain in 14 A. halleri and 7 A. lyrata individuals. In A. lyrata, only an incomplete portion of the S-domain is known for SRK28 (Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; ), so we did not include it in the analysis.
AhSRK04 and AlSRK37 belong to an intermediate class in the dominance hierarchy (class A3) and are believed to represent the same functional specificity in A. halleri and A. lyrata, respectively (Bechsgaard et al. 2006) . Seven AhSRK04 sequences were obtained by direct sequencing of two overlapping fragments (1,839 and 1,777 bp) spanning from the 5#UTR to the last exon of the kinase domain. Three AlSRK37 sequences were obtained using five primer pairs to tile a fragment from the S-domain to the last exon of the kinase domain. AhSRK05 belongs to class A2 and ranks among the most dominant alleles in A. halleri. It occurs at low frequency in natural populations. Based on the available nucleotide sequence of this allele (only the Sdomain is known for this allele, Castric and Vekemans 2007) , 10 AhSRK05 sequences were obtained by direct sequencing of a 483-bp portion of the 3# end of the Sdomain. All primer sequences are reported in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online. Sequences were obtained on an ABI capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems) using the BigDye Terminator kit 3.1 chemistry (Applied Biosystems) and run on an ABI-3100 capillary sequencer. Sequences were assembled and aligned in BioEdit 7.0.9 (Hall 1999) , and polymorphism was analyzed in DNAsp 4.20.2 (Rozas et al. 2003) . Hypervariable regions were assigned with comparison to the BoSRK60 sequence (Genbank accession AB032474, Suzuki et al. 2000) according to Nishio and Kusaba (2000) , and intron-exon boundaries were assigned according to Bechsgaard et al. (2006) and Castric and Vekemans (2007) . Evidence for recombination or gene conversion among gene copies within each allelic line was sought using visual inspection and by applying the four-gamete test of Hudson and Kaplan (1985) implemented in DNAsp.
Results
Patterns of Polymorphism within Allelic Lines: Simulations
Dominant versus Recessive Allelic Lines. Simulations confirmed our prediction that dominance should strongly influence the timescale of gene genealogies within allelic lines, regardless of the presence of population structure. This effect is mainly caused by a higher mean allelic frequency for recessive than for dominant allelic lines ( fig. 2) . Indeed, gene copies sampled within recessive allelic lines showed consistently higher coalescence times (e.g., 974 generations on average for the most recessive allelic line) than gene copies sampled within dominant allelic lines (e.g., 112 generations for the most dominant allelic line). Overall, coalescence times within allelic lines were found to be very close to the neutral coalescent expectations (slightly under twice the number of gene copies per allelic line according to Vekemans and Slatkin 1994, fig. 2) . Moreover, the contrast in coalescence times between dominant and recessive alleles was maintained under population subdivision (Nm 5 0.6), although coalescence times within allelic lines were consistently higher. The effect of dominance on coalescence times was robust to variations in population size (checked for N 5 200, number of S-alleles maintained n a % 5 and N 5 5,000, n a % 38, data not shown).
Polymorphism within and across Demes. Under population subdivision (Nm 5 0.6), we compared coalescence times for genealogies of genes sampled within allelic lines either at the total population level or at the deme level (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). The results showed that coalescence times are indeed reduced but still remain substantial at the deme level for most dominance levels (T within(deme) /T within(total) 5 0.36-0.63), in particular for the most recessive allelic line, which showed a slight reduction only (T within(deme) /T within(total) 5 0.83).
Patterns of Polymorphism within Allelic Lines: Empirical Study
The empirical analysis revealed polymorphism within each of the allelic lines (table 1, figs. 3-5), with as many as 13 different haplotypes for a given allelic line (AhSRK01). Synonymous specieswide diversity at the S-domain was consistently low within AhSRK allelic lines (average p S 5 0.00441) and varied from zero for AhSRK05 to 0.00581 for AhSRK04 (table 1) . Taken at face value (but see Discussion), synonymous diversity was clearly not correlated with the level of dominance, because the two intermediatedominance alleles (AhSRK03 and AhSRK04) had the highest p S , and the two extreme-dominance alleles (AhSRK01, most recessive and AhSRK05, most dominant) had the lowest p S .
Contrasting the average observed synonymous nucleotide polymorphism among gene copies within allelic lines (p within 5 0.00441) with that estimated for the genomic background (p genomic 5 0.0216, table 1, Ruggiero et al. 2008 ) produces a ratio p within /p genomic 5 0.204, hence confirming the expected reduction in polymorphism.
Although most haplotypes tended to be restricted to one or a few geographically close populations only, some haplotypes had wide geographic distributions (supplementary table S2, fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online). For instance, haplotype AhSRK01a was found in populations A8 (Austria), SLO7 (Slovenia), B1 (Belgium), and D13 (Germany), and haplotype AhSRK03d was found in populations PL1 (Poland), I1, I2, and I9 (Italy). Moreover, of 12 populations where diversity within population could be estimated in at least one allelic line (more than a single individual sampled), two or more haplotypes different in sequence were found in seven populations. This polymorphism included replacement differences, whose functional significance remains to be determined. The most spectacular example of this pattern was allele AhSRK03 in population PL01, where four different haplotypes (b-e) were identified Polymorphism within S-Alleles · doi:10.1093/molbev/msp224 MBE among the six sequences obtained. The fact that the two allelic lines within which intrahaplotype polymorphism was found even within populations (AhSRK01 and AhSRK03) are the two most recessive ones is consistent with the results from our simulation study comparing intrademe versus total population coalescence times that showed that the most recessive allele is expected to have a higher within-deme diversity than any other allele (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
Evidence for Recombination and/or Gene Conversion
Recombinant haplotypes were detected for AhSRK01 and AhSRK03, the two most recessive allelic lines. For AhSRK01, four pairs of sites (111-271, 111-712, 271-712, and 461-1143) showed all four gametic combinations ( fig. 3) , providing unambiguous evidence that at least two recombination events must have occurred, one between sites 111 and 271 and one between sites 271 and 712. The fourgamete test revealed all four gametic combinations for AhSRK03 at sites 612 in the S-domain and site 404 in the first intron, and at sites 612 in the S-domain and 1442 in the first exon of the kinase domain, thus implying that at least one recombination must have occurred between sites 612 and 404 ( fig. 4) . Strikingly, A. halleri showed two distinct groups of AhSRK03 haplotypes. Haplotypes ac closely resembled the A. lyrata AlSRK03 haplotypes, whereas in the second half of the sequence (from the first intron to the kinase domain), haplotypes d-f resembled more A. halleri AhSRK28b haplotypes. This observation strongly suggests that some A. halleri haplotypes (d-f) result from interallelic recombination, combining the SRK03 S-domain with the SRK28 kinase domain. Interestingly, the second SRK28 haplotype (AhSRK28a) showed signs of gene conversion from AhSRK03 on at least four scattered fragments ( fig. 4) , suggesting that recombination/gene conversion must be very intense. The individual analyzed does not carry AhSRK03, thus excluding the possibility of artificial PCR chimera. No evidence for recombination was found for AhSRK04, and the test could not be performed for AhSRK05 because of insufficient polymorphism (a single polymorphic site). Note however that recombination with other alleles can still be excluded for this allelic line, because that would have introduced some variants.
Rare Shared Polymorphisms and Evidence for Introgression
Shared polymorphisms between A. lyrata and A. halleri were found for only one of the three allelic lines tested. For AhSRK01/AlSRK01, of the 16 polymorphic sites overall identified across the S-domain in the two species combined ( fig. 3) , three sites showed fixed differences, and none showed shared polymorphisms. No shared polymorphism was found between SRK03 sequences of A. halleri and A.
lyrata. Yet, SRK03 haplotypes of A. halleri that showed no sign of recombination and/or gene conversion with SRK28 (i.e., haplotypes AhSRK03a-c) were indeed extremely similar to A. lyrata haplotypes with only three fixed nucleotide MBE differences along the whole sequence (;1,780 bp, fig. 4 ), possibly suggesting recent introgression from A. lyrata. For AhSRK04/AlSRK37, two sites showed shared polymorphism between the two species: site 765 in the S-domain and site 252 in the first intron, also possibly suggesting ongoing introgression. However, the former is a 4-fold degenerate site and the latter is a polyT length polymorphism that may both be prone to homoplasy. Thus, convergent evolution of these two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) seems possible, particularly as there are 32 fixed differences between the A. halleri and A. lyrata sequences ( fig. 5 ).
Sequences from this study have been deposited in the GenBank database under accession numbers GQ915332-GQ915371.
Discussion
Overall, our combined theoretical and empirical investigations confirm that the observed level of polymorphism among gene copies is generally low (in line with previous results of Miege et al. 2001; Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; ) but differs among allelic lines and may have been influenced by dominance and population subdivision. Our results provide unambiguous evidence for recombination and/or gene conversion not only within but also between closely related allelic lines, especially for the most recessive allelic lines tested. We observed shared polymorphic sites between A. halleri and A. lyrata in one allelic line and strikingly similar haplotypes in another line. We discuss whether convergent evolution may have led to this pattern and suggest that these observations are consistent with ongoing or very recent introgression, as previously documented.
Interspecific Introgression and Interallelic Recombination Inflate Polymorphism within Allelic Lines
Our analysis confirmed that polymorphism was indeed reduced within allelic lines as compared with the genomic background in A. halleri. The model also predicts that recessive S-alleles should have higher polymorphism than dominant allelic lines, but our empirical study revealed no such clear trend. At least two factors that were not taken into account in our simulation study may explain this apparent discrepancy. First, as shown by Castric et al. (2008) , introgression is expected to be favored at this gene as compared with the genomic background. Indeed, haplotypes AhSRK03a-c are strikingly similar to AlSRK03 haplotypes, with only 3-nt differences across ;1,780 bp. This level of divergence between A. halleri and A. lyrata is about an order of magnitude lower than that of other trans-specifically shared allelic lines (27 and 46 differences across sequences of similar extent for AhSRK04/AlSRK37 and AhSRK10/ AlSRK16, respectively, Bechsgaard et al. 2006) . These pairs are themselves less divergent than the genomic background (K 4-fold 5 0.0287 and 0, respectively, vs. K 4-fold 5 0.0743 for the genomic background, Castric et al. 2008) , suggesting that AhSRK03 may have been transferred from A. lyrata into A. halleri very recently. Hence, our data suggest that polymorphism within AhSRK03 has been inflated by recent introgression, leading to the two divergent clades AhSRK03a-c and AhSRK03d-e. The elevated level of polymorphism for the AhSRK04 allelic line also suggests that some important process of molecular evolution (possibly introgression) was not taken into account in our simple model. Second, polymorphism within AhSRK03 was indeed lower than that of AhSRK01 after excluding from the analysis recombinant haplotypes AhSRK03d-f whose 3# half, including part of the first intron, the transmembrane domain, and part of the kinase domain, is most likely derived from AhSRK28 (p S 50.00138). This result would be more in line with theoretical predictions, possibly suggesting that interallelic recombination has inflated the observed level of polymorphism within AhSRK03. Before the current study, Miege et al. (2001) reported a previous comprehensive analysis of polymorphism within an allelic line for the Brassica BoSRK2 allele. Interestingly, the 10 BoSRK2 sequences obtained fell into two phylogenetically distinct groups, similarly to our observation for AhSRK03, possibly suggesting that either introgression and/or gene conversion from a related Polymorphism within S-Alleles · doi:10.1093/molbev/msp224 MBE allelic line may also play an important role in intrahaplotype polymorphism in Brassica species.
The weak effect of population structure on intrahaplotype polymorphism is exemplified by the observation that the two most recessive allelic lines (SRK01 and SRK03) show polymorphism even within demes. This observation is consistent with our simulation results that show that for recessive allelic lines, coalescence times within demes are generally very close to coalescence times at the total population level, thus providing ample time for mutations to accumulate even within demes.
Recombination at the Arabidopsis SI Locus Is Possible in the Absence of Large Sequence Divergence
Although we cannot tell from our data whether natural selection or sequence divergence prevents recombination among allelic types, our data provide compelling evidence for pervasive recombination within and even between closely related allelic types and are therefore clearly not consistent with complete recombination suppression, suggesting that S-allele sequences per se do not constrain recombination. This observation is consistent with the poor congruence between phylogenies based on S-and kinase domains in A. lyrata (Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; . Although gene conversion between the SRK and SLG genes has long been suspected based on phylogenetic reconstructions (Sato et al. 2002; Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; , this is to our knowledge the first direct evidence for gene conversion between SRK alleles in the Brassicaceae. Interestingly, we found evidence for recombination and/or gene conversion for the two most recessive alleles only. Although not a direct demonstration that recombination does not occur at higher levels of the dominance hierarchy, recombination among gene copies within allelic lines requires the formation of homozygotes for a given allelic line but heterozygotes for different gene copies of this allelic line. As predicted by theoretical models, homozygosity is expected to be much higher for recessive alleles than for dominant alleles (Billiard et al. 2007 ). Moreover, the second most recessive allele (AhSRK03) may locally reach high frequency in populations where the most recessive allele AhSRK01 is absent (ca. 5% of all populations, Castric V, unpublished data), thus specifically increasing opportunities for recombination for this allele. For AhSRK03, the recombination event seems to have swapped kinase domains (along with intron 1 and transmembrane domain) with its most closely related allelic line, AhSRK28. It should be noted that among all allelic lines that were compared in A. halleri for the S-domain nucleotide sequence, AhSRK28 and AhSRK03 were found to be the two most similar ).
Polymorphism within S-Alleles: First
Step Toward Diversification?
Our analysis revealed molecular polymorphism within each of the five allelic lines tested, some of the differences involved being nonsynonymous differences in the S-domain. Chookajorn et al. (2004) showed that sequence variations of the pollen protein SCR might alter binding affinity to the pistil protein SRK. They proposed that these slight functional variations among gene copies within a given allelic line occurring jointly in pollen and pistil genes may be the first step toward gradual functional diversification of SI systems. This model requires that standing variation for mutations altering specificity does segregate within species, and here we demonstrate in natural populations of two species with functional SI that nonsynonymous polymorphism indeed segregates at least at the pistil gene (see also Charlesworth, Barolome, et al. 2003; . However, whether the low level of nonsynonymous polymorphism observed here within and across A. halleri populations has functional consequences remains to be determined. Although functionally distinct S-alleles found within species are typically highly divergent, a number of exceptions have been reported in several species. The phenotypically distinct S 1 /S 4 and S 3 /S 5 pairs of Pyrus pyrifolia show 90% and 95.5% amino acid identity, respectively (Ishimizu et al. 1998) , and the S 11 /S 13 pair of Solanum chacoense (Saba El Leil et al. 1994) shows only 10 amino acid substitutions, four of which are sufficient to switch SI specificity between the two alleles (Matton et al. 1997) . In P. inflata, the functionally distinct S 6 and S 9 alleles differ only by 4 nt, all in the second hypervariable region, resulting in two amino acid differences (Wang et al. 2001) . Using a different approach based on the comparison of S-alleles in two closely related species, Sato et al. (2003 Sato et al. ( , 2006 found that seven of nine pairs of alleles had retained identical specificity between the closely related B. oleraceae and Brassica rapa despite an average of 4.7% amino acid divergence within the S-domain. The two exceptions were BoSRK2b/BrSRK44 with 14 amino acid differences at SRK and completely different recognition specificities and BoSRK5/BrSRK40 with 20 amino acid differences at SRK and slightly different recognition specificities. Finally, Miege et al. (2001) reported the only phenotypic comparison of gene copies within allelic lines within species and showed that even the most divergent pairs of sequences for BoSRK02 (belonging to clades 2a and 2b and showing 12 amino acid differences, including one in HV3) have retained identical specificity. Overall, these results suggest that a low number of amino acid differences may in some cases be sufficient to switch specificity, although the location of these differences along the gene also largely determines their phenotypic consequences. Therefore, precisely assessing the phenotypic consequences of the naturally occurring variants that we identified will now require controlled crosses. In particular, whether the chimeric AhSRK28a haplotype has retained identical specificity as AhSRK28b in spite of the four-gene conversion events we inferred from AhSRK03a, b, or c will be central.
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